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Infiniti and Autosoft 
Comprehensive integration leads to the maximum performance. Autosoft is certified by 
Infiniti to integrate seamlessly with its Dealer Business System (DBS). Exchange data quickly 
and securely while increasing visibility, efficiency, and compliance across your business.

OEM Integration Made Simple
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Sales
Customer Information | Provide NNA’s DBS with updates to 
customer information maintained in Autosoft. The interface sends 
notifications of changes to customer information when you add or 
edit information.

F&I Deals |Transmit details of financing transactions from 
Autosoft when you sell a new or used vehicle. NNA uses the data to 
automatically populate RDR records.

Accounting
Financial Statements | Transmits your monthly financial statement 
to NNA’s DBS directly. Financial statements received through this 
interface will be made available to the NNA Financial Statements 
application for your submission to NNA.

Vehicle Inventory | Provide NNA’s DBS with information regarding 
changes to your dealership’s inventory and feed vehicle information 
from NNA to Autosoft to be processed as vehicle invoices.

Vehicle Updates | Send vehicle updates to NNA as you make 
changes to your inventory. The updates will be sent for both new 
and used inventory.

Service
Service Appointments | Service appointments are transmitted 
from your DMS directly to NNA’s DBS, where they will be available to 
the appropriate DBS applications. 

Vehicle Information Integration | Outstanding service  
campaigns for a vehicle are identified when it arrives at your 
dealership for service.

Warranty Credits | A Warranty Credits file of warranty  
payments made to your dealership from NNA is available for 
processing in Autosoft.

Flat Rate Manual | Automatic updates to the NNA-defined labor 
operation codes are downloaded and made available in Autosoft.

Repair Orders | Automatic updates are sent to NNA whenever an 
RO is opened, modified, closed, or cancelled, allowing for creation of 
warranty claims and updates to the National Service History System. 
This data also drives the Infiniti-Nissan Early Detection System.

NSH Repair Order, Customer Search, and Information Retrieval 
|  Get comprehensive service history by viewing ROs completed 
by other dealers who have serviced a vehicle that your dealership 
is currently servicing. Customer and vehicle lists can be pulled 
based on user-specified search criteria. NSH information (vehicle, 
customer, and RO history) for a specific VIN can also be pulled 
directly to Autosoft. 

Parts
DMS-Created Parts Order | Transmit parts orders from your DMS 
directly to NNA’s DBS, where they are stored and made available for 
further editing and submission to NNA Host.

Parts Shipper | NNA’s DBS sends parts shipper information to your 
DMS to assist with reconciliation of parts orders by providing actual 
PDC shipment information.

Parts Return | Transmit parts returns directly to NNA’s DBS, 
where they are stored and made available for further editing and 
submission to NNA Host.

ASR Interface | NNA’s DBS sends a daily parts order data interface 
to dealers that contains current Automatic Stock Replenishment 
(ASR) program parts order data for all active parts orders. The Parts 
ASR Stocking Guide contains the best reorder point (BRP), best 
stocking level (BSL), and control flags for all parts controlled by the 
ASR system. The interface also delivers quarterly ASR-suggested 
parts returns directly to your DMS.

Parts Master | Daily Parts Master updates containing either 
updates or a full Parts Master are pushed to your DMS to ensure 
you have the most current Parts Master information.

Parts Activity | Parts activity and stocking information from your 
DMS is sent to NNA on a daily and month-end basis to support the 
ASR program and parts locator network.

Parts Invoices | Provide NNA with detailed daily information 
regarding all parts invoices you have created.

Bryce Veon, President & CEO, Autosoft

“We engineered iron-clad integration between Autosoft and Infiniti 
dealer systems so no transaction will ever fall through the cracks — 

proof that we are committed to our dealers’ success”


